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To the Members of
The D ver Bar Association:
The Secretary is in receipt of the following communication, which explains itself:
"Denver, Colorado
March 26, 1926
Albert J. Gould, Esq.,
Secretary Denver Bar Association
Denver, Colorado
Dear Sir:
It seems fitting that as the present officers and committees, whose terms
expire July 1st, 1926, are charged with the responsibility of planning this Asso-
ciation's part in connection with the approaching July meeting of the American
Bar Association that they should continue in office until that meeting is con-
cluded. I, therefore, offer the suggestion that our by-laws be suspended to per-
j mit of such extension, to which end the following resolution will be offered at
the next meeting of the Association:
'RESOLVED, that Section 1 of Article V and Section 3 of Article VII of the
by-laws of this Association be suspended in the following respects: That the 1926
Annual Meeting for the election of officers shall be held the last Monday of May,
1926; that all nominations and notices in respect thereof be postponed in ac-
cordance herewith, and that the present officers and committees of this Asso-
ciation shall hold office until August 1, 1926.'
Will you please give proper notice hereof.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) Horace N. Hawkins."
In accordance with the above request and in compliance with the by-laws
of this Association, you are hereby respectfully notified that the above mentioned
Resolution will be presented at the next meeting of the Association to be held
April 5, 1926, at the Chamber of Commerce Building, at 12:15 o'clock P. M.
(Signed) Albert J. Gould, Jr.
Secretary
Two Complete Sets of Books
All abstracts made from one set
and checked from the other set
The Landon Abstract Company
1718 Champa Street
Denver, Colorado
We keep the records of three counties
City and County of Denver
Arapahoe County
Adams County
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Once again, the officers of this Associa-
tion make a special appeal to the few re-
maining members who have failed to pay
their dues for the year 1925-1926, which
were payable in advance on July 1, 1925.
Once again, we call to the attention of
those few members the fact that the bur-
den which should be borne by them is
being carried by others, and that the
Association faces the prospect of having
to borrow several hundred dollars with
which to complete the fiscal year, unless
all delinquent dues are paid.
ONCE AGAIN, we earnestly urge each
member whose dues are in arrears to for-
ward a check to the Association for at
least a part of his dues, if it is at all pos-
sible for him to do so.
The American Bar meeting is approach-
ing. The Association needs this money.
LEGAL AID
With the last issue of the Record, a
letter was sent to each member of the
Association appealing for subscriptions to
help defray the expenses of the Legal Aid
Society for the remainder of the year.
The following persons have sent their
check to the Treasurer of this Association
to be applied to the above purpose:
Pershing, Nye, Fry and Tallmadge
Tyson S. Dines Hugh McLean
Henry McAllister F. N. Bancroft
Charles C. Butler A. W. Gillette
J. Foster Symes F. Williams
W. D. Wright Lawrence Lewis
James Benedict Warwick Downing
Schaetzel & Schwed Robert E. Moore
M. K. Edwards George H. Lerg
L. W. Bannister Maude Swain
F. L. Grant S. J. Heller
John Campbell
The amounts vary from $50 to $2 and
a total of $292.00 was received. With the
first money received, a note in the sum
of $100 with interest, which had been
signed by Ira C. Rothgerber, at a local
bank, to raise money for the Society, was
gaid, and the balance turned over to the
ociety. A considerable additional sum
will be necessary, and we ask the members
of this Association, who feel able to do so,
to send to the Treasurer of this Asso-
ciation such sum as they deem proper.
The balance needed for the year is ap-
proximately $750.00.
Condemned Prisoner: "Warden, I need
exercise, I do."
Warden: "Exercise. What kind of ex-
ercise do you want."
Prisoner: "Oh! I'd just like to skip the
rope."
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Report of the Committee on Minimum Fees
On the question of Minimum Fees, or
of the establishment of Bar Rates there
seems to exist a great diversity of opinion
among the members of the profession. On
account of frequent disputes between at-
torneys and their clients as to the reason-
ableness of their charges, it might be well,
if it were possible, to secure a certain
measure of uniformity in the matter of
such charges, or at least as to the mini-
mum amount, which it would be proper to
charge in any given case. Many attorneys
are of the opinion that this is utterly im-
practicable and would have a tendency to
place the profession more on a basis of
Trades Unionism. Others, and possibly a
majority, feel that if they had the support
of the Bar Association in the matter of
fixing of minimum compensation, they
would more easily be able to satisfy their
clients as to the fact that their charges
were reasonable and proper.
Many laymen are of the opinion that
lawyers charge excessively for their ser-
vices. This is probably not true in the
majority of cases, but the existence of
such a feeling is unfortunate and should
be remedied, if possible.
The lawyers, and especially the young
lawyer, is often met with a serious prob-
lem in fixing a fee for his services, which,
shall fairly compensate him for his work,
be satisfactory to his client and not out of
proportion to charges made by other
counsel in similar matters.
There are many elements entering into
the makeup of a proper legal fee, which
distinguish it from any other character of
employment, such as the magnitude of
the interest involved; the intricacy of the
subject matter,. the actual time devoted
to it; the condition or peculiar relation of
the client; the success or lack of success
achieved in the particular case; the finan-
cial results obtained; the constructive
benefit of the work done, or the contrary,
the length of the experience and the skill
of the attorney, and other elements, which
must be taken into consideration, and
many of which may not be understood by
the layman in most instances.
It should be borne in mind that the
cost of living and maintaining an office,
the employment of the necessary assis-
tants, etc., is very much higher than it
was when most of us commenced the
practice of the profession. The value of
the dollar is less today than it was many
years ago.
The establishment of Bar Rates by
other Associations has been a common
practice throughout the country for some
time past.
It should be understood that the sched-
ule of charges does not attempt to fix the
lawyer's fee. It is merely advisory and is
intended as a guide in the fixing of the
minimum amount, which should be charg-
ed for certain classes of work. Any of the
elements previously suggested might enter
into the fixing of such fee and make it
larger in any particular instance, but the
advantage of the schedule lies in the fact
that it furnishes the lawyer, especially the
young lawyer, with information of which,
in many cases, he is entirely ignorant as
to the general belief of his profession in
regard to the value of his services.
The subject is one of considerable im-
portance and while there is a natural ret-
icence to discuss matters of this kind with
the frankness with which they would dis-
cuss the value of commodities, it is sug-
gested that a more thorough discussion and
understanding of the matter of proper fees
among members of the Bar would not only
be advantageous to the lawyers, them-
selves, but to their clients, as well.
The general adoption of fee schedules
with their proper revision from time to
time is an invaluable aid to attorneys in
properly fixing their fee from a standpoint
both of fair compensation and of complete
justice to their client. A movement along
this line should be well supported by all
lawyers, who have the interest of their
profession at heart.
The committee has had in mind the in-
terest of clients as well as the interest of
attorneys and an honest endeavor has
been made to suggest fees which will be
fair to both.
Subject to the foregoing considerations,
the following schedule is recommended as
advisory and as a minimum for the par-
ticular charges set forth, below, which no
attorney with sufficient skill and exper-
ience to handle legal matters for others
can afford to go without slighting the
work:
OFFICE WORK:
Drawing deed ............................. $ 5.00
Drawing mortgage arid notes .... 5.00
Drawing extension agreement ...... 5.00
Lease-short time (residence) ...... 5.00
Lease-Business (simple) ............. 10.00
Bill of Sale-simple ................... 5.00
Chattel mortgage ....................... 5.00
Will-simple form (no trust) ........ 15.00
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Land contract .................................. $10.00
Mechanic's lien claim ...................... 5.00
Income tax-individual.................. 10.00
Income tax-corporation ........... 25.00
Co-partnership agreement .............. 15.00
Organization of corporation
($25,000 or less). This includes
drawing by-laws and attend-
ance at first meeting but not
transfer of property, classifica-
tion of stock or other unusual
featu res ------------------------------------------ 75 .00
Amendments to corporation .......... 25.00
Examination and opinion on
titles, based upon the value of
the property in case of sale and
upon the amount loaned in case
of mortgage:
Not exceeding $1,000.00 ........... 10.00
Not over $5,000. ............ 15.00
Over $5,000 and not over $10,-
000.00 .................................. 20 00
Over $10,000.00 and not over
$15,000.00 ....................... ......... 30.00
Over $15,000.00, in proportion
to the work required and the
responsibility involved.
Consultations and advice,draw-
ing of deeds, time consumed
in closing deal and work in
clearing up the title to be
the subject of an additional
charge.
Office consultation not less than.. 3.00
Schedule of collection charges:
15% on first $300.00
8% on excess to $1,000.00
4% on excess of $1,000.00
Minimum fee $5.00
Claims under $10.00, 50%
Minimum suit fee, $10.00, plus
commission.
DISTRICT COURT: (except as •
otherwise herein provided)
Retainer, at least ....................... $35.00
Trials, per Diem, at least ........ 35.00
All cases of Real Estate Mort-
gage Foreclosures, Partition,
Specific Performance, and the
like, and all other cases involv-
ing real estate:
Default-
15% on first $500.00 (mini-
mum $50.00) ........................ 75.00
6% on next 1,500.00 ................ 90.00
5% on next 3,000.00 .............. 150.00
4% on next 3,000.00---- 120.00
3% on next 3,000.00 ............... 90.00
2% on next 10,000.00 .............. 200.00
1% on next 14,000.00..............-140.00
J of 1% on additional amounts
The foregoing allowances are in-
tended to apply to the average run
of cases. It will be proper to in-
crease these amounts where cir-
cumstances would seem to require
it.
Foreclosure of Chattel Mort-
gage, or other lien on personal
property, at least ..................... $30.00
Creditor's Bill, at least ............. 75.00
Bill to dissolve Partnership
and for Accounting, at least.. 75.00
Injunction (when not auxil-
iary), at least ....................- 75.00
Injunction (when auxiliary)
except in Divorce cases, at
least ........................................ 35 00
Divorce, Separate Maintenance,
or Annulment, Default, at
least ---------- ................................. -50.00
Divorce or Separate Mainten-
ance, with contest, at least---- 75.00
(Add per diem charge of
$50.00 per day for Court
Work)
COUNTY COURT:
The fees suggested for services in
the District Court shall apply
to the County Court as far as
applicable.
PROBATE COURT:
For the first $1000.00 at the rate
of 7%, but in no case less than__$50.00
For all above that sum, not ex-
ceeding $2000.00, at the rate of
5%; for all above that sum at
the rate of 4%.
Insanity cases, contested, prose-
cuting or defending, at least .... 30.00
Adoption proceedings, at least .... 30.00
SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS:
Quo Warranto, Mandamus or
Writ of Prohibition, Ne Exeat,
Habeas Corpus and Certiorari
(only in lower Courts), at
least ............................................ $75.00
JUSTICE COURTS:
Trial in City, in civil cases, at
least ................................................ $ 10 .0 0
It is hereby declared that not less than
$50.00 per diem shall be considered the
reasonable, proper and customary fee
to be charged by the average, compe-
tent, busy, practicing attorney.
It is understood that attorneys shall be
entitled to reasonable and adequate
compensation for their time and services
in all litigated matters, regardless of
the outcome of such litigation, unless
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an agreement shall have been previous-
ly entered into between such attorneys
and their clients to the effect that the
litigation shall be conducted on a con-
tingent basis, in which case their com-
pensation should be larger than other-
wise.
The Committee on Minimum Fees will
offer, at the proper time, the following
resolutions:
FIRST: That the Denver Bar Association
is in favor of the adoption of a Schedule of
Minimum Fees and hereby adopts the
foregoing Schedule of Minimum Fees.
SECOND: That the President be author-
ized to appoint a standing committee
AN ACKNOWLEL GMENT
The Association is indebted to H. J.
Atkinson, 1654 Champa Street, Denver,
for lending to the Secretary-Treasurer,
without charge, an adding machine for use
in balancing the books of the Association,
and we take this opportunity to thank
Mr. Atkinson for his courtesy.
A negro parson held forth as follows:
"Brudders and sistahs, I want to warn
you against de heinous crime ob stealin'
chickens, and fuddermo' I wants to warn
you against de heinous crime of stealin'
watermelons." At this point an old negro
rose up, snapped his fingers, and sat down
igain.
"Wharfo', brudder, does you rise up
and snap you' fingers when I speak ob
watermelon stealin'?"
"You jes' reminds me, parson, where I
left my knife," was the reply.
(composed of five members to be ap-
pointed by the President), which shall
have power to hear complaints, receive
suggestions, and subject to the approval
of the Executive Committee, to change
or alter the foregoing schedule in any re-
spect and add to or diminish the classifi-






Benj. C. Hilliard, Sr.
Lewis B. Johnson, Chairman.
Committee.
THE JURY WHEEL INVESTIGATION
The investigation of the stuffing of the
jury wheel should be carriei on with per-
sistence and energy until all concerned in
fhe outrage are brought to justice. Where
the jury wheel is tampered with, there can
be no security for person or vioperty. The
members of the Judiciary Committee are
cooperating with the District Attorney.
Lawyers are officers of the court, and as
such are vitally interested in preserving
in its integrity the administration of
justice.
If any person, especially any lawyer,
possesses information that will aid in the
investigation, he is in duty bound to give
that'information to the proper authorities.
Information given to Frederick T.
Henry, Chairman of the Judiciary Com-
mittee, will be communicated to the
District Attorney.
REGULAR LUNCHEON MEETING
Chamber of Commerce, Monday, April 5, 12:15
CHARLES J. MOYNIHAN
President of the State Board o' Ccrre:tions
will address us on
"Some Observations on Colorado Penal Institutions."
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FRANKLIN'S AND WASHINGTON'S
LAST LETTERS TO EACH OTHER
How each clothed the expression of
good-will in words, we do not know; but
the underlying sentiment can be readily
imagined from the sentiments which these
two great men and lifelong friends ex-
changed when, a few years later, Franklin
lay on his deathbed. To Washington,
Franklin wrote:
"I am now finishing my eighty-fourth
year, and probably with it my career in
this life; but in whatever state of ex-
istence I am placed in hereafter, if I
retain my memory of what has passed
here, I shall with it retain the esteem,
respect, and affection, with which I
have long been, my dear friend, yours
most sincerely."
In replying to this touching farewell of
an old friend, Washington wrote:
"If, to be venerated for benevolence,
if to be admired for talents, if to be
esteemed for patriotism, if to be be-
loved for philanthropy, can gratify the
human mind, you must have the pleas-
ing consolation to know that you have
not lived in vain. And I flatter myself
that it will not be ranked among the
least grateful occurrences of your life
to be assured that, so long as I retain
my memory, you will be recollected
with respect, veneration and affection
by your sincere friend."
"There were giants in those days," and
these two superlatively great men were
great also in the generous appreciation
which each felt for his rival in fame.
-T. H. Hood.
LAW INSTITUTE REPORTS
The secretary during the past month
has received twenty-five copies each of
the American Law Institute Re-State-
ment No. 1 of the subjects of Contracts,
Torts and Conflict of Laws.
There are a few of these copies remain-
ing and any member of the Association
may receive a copy thereof so long as they
last by paying thirty-five cents per sub-
ject or one dollar for one copy of each of
the three subjects above mentioned.
These re-statements constitute the first
results of the work of the American Law
Institute in its endeavor to present to the
profession a concise re-statement in text
form of the substantive law. These copies
are purchased by the Association and re-
sold to the members at cost, and you can
ill afford to be without them.
The Secretary will have a number of
sets of the above reports at the luncheon
meeting, April 5th, and members desiring
the same may obtain copies thereof at
that time or you may send your order ac-
companied by your check, payable to the
Denver Bar Association, to the Secretary,
and the copies will be delivered to your
office.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON
COUNTY TREASURER'S RECORDS
To the Denver Bar Association:
Your Committee appointed at our last
monthly meeting, to confer with Clem W.
Collins, Manager of Revenue, upon the
subject of giving the lawyers aid in ob-
taining information as to taxes, would
respectfully report:
At a conference held on the 17th (lay of
March, Mr. Collins stated that he would
designate Mr. Baker to give such infor-
mation as to general taxes, and that Mr.
Gaylor would be requested to give the in-
formation upon special taxes, and that an
application to either of these gentlemen
would result in obtaining immediate in-
formation as to the taxes in their respect-
ive departments.
Mr. Collins also stated that he was
desirous of doing everything in his power
to co-operate with the lawyers in getting
any information relative to their work in







Through the efforts of Cass M. Her-
rington and Victor A. Miller, members of
the advisory committee, arrangements
have been made whereby the Record up
to 16 pages of text, will be printed with-
out cost to the association. This will re-
sult in a saving of $46 to $81 for each
issue, depending on the number of pages
(8 to 16). The association agrees to fur-
nish material for at least eight pages; the
average probably will be 12 pages. The
advertisements that will take care of the
cost will be of a character to be approv-
ed by the association.
WHO IS "J. C. S."?
In response to many inquiries and with-
out his knowledge, we desire to inform the
readers of the Record that J. C. S., whose
splendid reports of our meetings have
added materially to the character of this
publication, is none other than our own
Joseph C. Sampson, and we take this op-
portunity of expressing our appreciation
for his time and efforts so generously em-
ployed by him in this work.
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Recent Trial Court Decisions
(Editor's Note.-It is intended in each
issue of the Record to print decisions of
all the local Trial Courts decided within
the preceding thirty days upon novel
questions of law or upon points as to which
there is no Colorado Supreme Court de-
cision. The co-operation of the members
of the Bar is solicited in making this de-
partment a success. Any attorney having
nowledge of such a decision is requested
to phone or mail the title of the case to the
Secretary of this Association, who will di-
gest the decision for this department.
The names of the Courts having no mater-
ial for the current month will be omitted,
due to lack of space.)
DISTRICT COURT
DIVISION II JUDGE DUNKLEE
Mandamus-Defenses to: Discretion
of appointing power:
Deputy Prohibition Agent, discharged
by order of Governor abolishing Prohibi-
tion Department, brings mandamus for
month's salary following abolition order.
The defendants, the Governor and
Auditor, rely on Section 3723 Colo. C. L.
1921, as authorizing Governor to create
or abolish Prohibition Department at
will.
Held: Under Section 3723, Colo. C. L.
1921, the Governor is given the power to
enforce the State Prohibition Laws as he
in his discretion may deem proper. It
being a discretionary matter with the
Governer as to how said Prohibition Law
shall be enforced and the power to appoint
a Prohibition Enforcement Department
being discretionary with the Governor,
the power to abolish said Department is
an incident thereto. Mandamus does not
lie to compel the exercise of discretionary
powers and this entire matter being one
of discretion, the alternative writ was
quashed and the complaint dismissed with
costs. (Written opinion in files).
Lee vs. Morley et al. No. 92687.
DIVISION III JUDGE BUTLER
Contributory Negligence
It is negligence for a person to drive an
automobile in the dark at such a rate of
speed that he cannot stop his car within
the distance that a sand and gravel pile
four or five feet high straight ahead in the
street can be seen by the light of the
automobile.
Arps v. Denver et al., No. 87741.
Negligence. Suit by Purchaser of Cause
of Action against his Co-Tort-Feasor.
The automobile of A was injured by the
combined negligence of X and Y. A sold
and assigned to X, A's cause of action
against Y. Held, that X is not entitled to
judgement thereon against Y.
Id.
Mechanics Liens. Sufficiency of Lien
Statement.
A lien statement was signed by the
claimant. A notary public certified to
verification regular in form, reciting, in
effect, that the claimant swore that the
matters stated in the lien statement are
true. The claimant did not sign the
verification. Section 6449 of Compiled
Laws provides: "Such statement shall be
signed and sworn to by the party . . .
claiming the lien... " Section 6460 pro-
vides: "That provisions of this act shall
receive a liberal construction in all cases."
Held, that such lien statement was
"sworn to," within the meaning ot the
statute, and a complaint disclosing these
facts is good on demurrer.




Dr. Jones was nominated for position
on Health Board by Governor. Senate
confirmed nomination. Governor issued
commission to Dr. Jones. Dr. Jones serv-
ed nine months on Board. People there-
upon brought mandamus maintaining
that Dr. Jones was not a member of said
Board because of certain alleged defects
in proceedings leading to his nomination
and confirmation.
Held: The attempted nomination and
attempted confirmation by the Governor
and the Senate respectively of a member
of the Health Board followed by attempt-
ed issuance of commission to him by
Governor and nine months service as a
member of said Board, all without ob-
jections, constituted him a De Facto
member of said Board and quo warranto
and not mandamus was the remedy by
which to test the right of Dr. Jones, a
De Facto officer, to hold said position
The title of a De Facto officer must be
tested by quo warranto and not by man-
damus.
People ex rel Ralph Jones v. St. Bd. of
Health No. 92,704.
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Execution and Garnishment: Procedure
vs. Receiver of National Bank,
as Garnishee:
The plaintiff bad judgment against
defendant, Ames. In aid of execution,
garnishee summons was served on L. B.
Bromfield, Receiver of the Globe National
Bank, as agent of the Comptroller. of the
Currency, who answered that he was in-
debted to the defendant in a certain sum
which was. about twice the amount of the
judgment. On application by the plain-
tiff, the following written orders were
entered by the Court:
1. That judgment enter against the
Receiver for the sum mentioned, in favor
of the defendant, Ames, for the use of the
plaintiff.
2. That L. B. Bromfield, Receiver,
and as agent of the United States Comp-
troller of the Currency,. be instructed to
pay into the registry of the Court divi-
dends due and to become due to the said
Ames out of the assets of the Globe
National Bank, as distribution is made,
the said dividends to be applied herein
until the judgment of the Credit Finance
Corporation against Ames, et al, is satis-
fied in full.
The Receiver was then served with a
certified copy of the order:
Credit Finance Corporation vs. Ames,
et al No. 90849.
DIVISION V. JUDGE SACKMAN
Tax Deed-Affidavit of Publisher
In suit to quiet title based on tax deed,
the affidavit of the publisher of notice of
sale of lands in the City and County of
Denver, Colorado, at the sale held in
November, 1921, for the taxes of the year
1920, and the attempted amendment of
said affidavit both held to be insufficient
and invalid and tax deed issued pursuant
thereto set aside upon payment of taxes,
interest and penalties.
Walker vs. Fleming, No. 88950.
Probate-County Court Original (Sole
and Exclusive) Jurisdiction:
It was alleged that an administratrix of
an estate of a decedent had obtained her
discharge as administratrix of said estate
by means of an alleged insufficient if not
false showing as to payment of claims and
without publication of notice of final set-
tlement. Several years after the attempt-
ed discharge of administratrix, a creditor
who had filed his claim against the estate
of decedent, which claim had been allowed
but not paid, filed this suit in the District
Court against the former administratrix,
individually, and asked for an accounting
of certain funds, (which, it was alleged,
had come into her hands through ancil-
lary proceedings conducted in another
estate) and for the application in equity
of said funds to the payment of his claim.
Held: The District Court is without
jurisdiction to entertain such a suit for
the reason that the State Constitution
confers "original" jurisdiction in probate
matters upon the County Court, and the
word "original" means "sole and exclu-
sive" jurisdiction. This being a probate
matter, the creditor's remedy is to apply
to the County Court to set aside the at-
tempted order of discharge and there to
present the matters mentioned above.
Bailey vs. Jester, No. 89,490.
First Annual Report Legal Aid Society
Following is a resume of the first annual
report of the Legal Aid Society of Denver,
compiled by Harry C. Green, secretary
and general attorney for the organiza-
tion:
The Legal Aid Society was formally or-
ganized February 26, 1925, when articles
of incorporation were issued by the Sec-
retary of State. Those who signed the
articles are: Halstead L. Ritter, repre-
senting the Community chest and social
agencies; Judge Charles C. Butler of the
judiciary; L. Ward Bannister for the
Chamber of Commerce; Albert A. Reed,
representing the financial world; George
C. Manly for the law schools; Stanley T.
Wallbank for the Bar association; and
Horace N. Hawkins, and those already
mentioned, all representing the lawyers
of Denver.
Last year the Society was supported
almost equally by the members of the bar
and the Community Chest, together with
contributions from members of the board
of directors, and other sources, including
some fees paid by clients, after services
rendered. The Society has been invited
to make application for membership in
the Community Chest for next year,
which has been done. This cooperation
comes in the face of the fact that out of
about fifty Legal Aid organizations in the
country, only five or six are supported by
the Chests, while.the remainder are sup-
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ported in whole or in large part by the
Bar Associations of the respective cities.
The following funds to March 3, 1926
have been received. These figures do not
include contributions from attorneys now
being received in response to the recent
letter sent out from The Bar Association
headquarters:
Attorneys of Denver ................ $ .940.00
Community Chest -------------------- 800.00
(Thru the Social Service Bureau)
From Clients, after services
rend ered ......................... .........- 177 40
From Members, Board of
D irectors ....................... .... 235.00
From Miscellaneous sources ---- 22.28
Total . .. -----.----.... .. $2174 68
The following expenditures have been
made to date, of March 4, 1926:
R en t ---------.. ......  ..  ................... 365 .0 0
Applied on salary of general
atto rney .. .----------------------------- 1250.00
For stenographic services ---------- 231.75
Furniture and furnishings ------- 20.60
Stationery and printing --------...... 27.52
P o sta g e --------------------------------- ..... ... 2 1.5 2
Office supplies -------------------- 79.75
T elephone ------------------ ...-- - 104.26
Organization expenses, Cer-
tificate, notary, etc ............. 6.00
Framing Certificate ...- 1.50
Lettering on doors, 529 &
317 K ittredge ........... ............. 6.69
Mr. Ritter's letters to attor-
n ey s -------------------------- .... ........ 2 5 .20
Multigraphing Bar Assn.
letters to attys ......... ............. 4.50
Interest on note -------------- 5.80
M iscellaneous .............................. 18.84
Total- .............. $2168.95
The Legal Aid Committee of the Den-
ver Bar Association on July 10, 1925
borrowed the sum of $300 from a local
bank, while awaiting returns from the at-
torneys, all of which was paid except $100
during the first year, and this last $100
has been paid from the contributions now
being received from the attorneys. The
Legal Aid Society is in need of a filing
cabinet, legal size. If any of the attorneys
who are installing new cabinets, wish to
dispose of the old ones, call Main 1035.
The present offices of the Society are
located at 317 Kittredge building, Main
1035. The general attorney is ably assist-
ed by William T. Nimmo, a senior at
Westminster Law School. The Society
has handled such cases as have come to
it, referring those which do not come with-
in the scope of the general policy to pri-
vate attorneys or to social agencies, being
guided by the general outlines as given in
reports and information from various
other Legal Aid Societies and Bureaus
thruout the country; by reports and in-
formation from the National Association
of Legal Aid Organizations, as sent to the
Society by John S. Bradway, Secretary,
Philadelphia; and by general experience
of the attorney gained from ten years of
practice.
In some cases a fee has been paid, usual-
ly after the case has been completed,
where the applicant would not have been
able to pay a reasonable fee to a private
attorney; nor to have made arrangements
for a contingent fee. In such cases the
fees usually are small, and voluntarily
paid. These amounts have gone into the
treasury of the Society as shown by the
financial report to help reduce the deficit.
One of the main policies of the Society is
not to deprive attorneys in private prac-
tice of any business where they could ex-
pect a fee. An investigation is made as far
as possible into the present and future
ability of the applicant to pay, and where
that is possible, he or she is advised to
consult a private attorney. In some cases
the amount involved is so small as not to
attract a private attorney, even tho the
applicant may be able to pay. In other
words.the cases handled, as far as possible,
are those which would go unhandled, were
it not for the Society, or the philanthrophy
of some individual attorney. Only those
cases wherein justice would be denied
should they go uncared for, are properly
within the scope of the Society. Referred
cases usually go to a few of the younger
attorneys who have volunteered their
services on a number of free cases, and in
appreciation the Society has referred pay-
ing casps to these attorneys.
To date of this report the Society has
587 cases docketed on its records, a fair
proportion of which are Court cases, re-
ferred by state, county and city officials,
judges, district, city and private attor-
neys, Legal Aid organizations in other
cities, the various social agencies of Den-
ver and elsewhere, newspapers, other or-
ganizations, societies, industries and in-
dividuals.
Cases cover all phases of legal proced-
ure, relating to contracts, torts, property,
estates, domestic relations, parent and
child, war and wage claims, collections
and other subjects. These cases are dis-
posed of, as far as possible, out of court.
Investigation is made as fully as possible
before court action is taken. A number of
cases have been adjusted thru the Society
acting as a mediator or arbitrator or con-
ciliator.
Sometimes it is necessary, in the rela-
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tion of attorney and client, for the So-
ciety to oppose an organization or indiv-
idual or an attorney who may have con-
tributed or referred cases, but an effort
is always made to obtain justice for all
parties.
A comparison with other first years
shows that Denver has about the same
problems as other cities. San Francisco
handled 242 cases the first year, and 1,523
new cases in 1924. Cleveland the first
year handled 456 cases, and in 1924 had
6,711 new cases. New York City started
legal aid work fifty years ago with 212
cases, and in 1924 there were 30,474 new
cases under the five branches.
The cost per case in Denver has been
on a most reasonable basis. On the basis
of the amount actually collected the cost
per case has been about $3.90. Albany
spent $5.60; Atlanta, $9.37; Boston, $4.00;
Cleveland, $3.50; Louisville, $6.50; Prov-
idence, $8.24; St. Paul, $6.78; Worcester,
$15.00, and New York, $3.00. It is well
to note that New York, with the
largest volume of business, has the lowest
cost per case. The National Association
has found that: "In general, it is not un-
reasonable to anticipate an expense of
$6.00 per case for the first year or so, but
if the work is properly supported, the cost
will be much less than that in the follow-
ing year or two."
Many cases, thru obtaining legal advice
as to their rights, or thru obtaining legal
assistance in the presentation of the case
to a Court, either for plaintiff or defend-
ant, have thus been rrevented from be-
coming social cases. The Society has col-
lected more than $2,300, besides other
sums paid direct to clients by adverse
parties, as results of settlements made by
the Society. This report compares with
Cleveland, which handled more than ten
times the number of cases, and collected
ten times the amount as that done in
Denver. Their Society is more than ten
years old.
While the complete report contains
several outstanding cases, space does not
permit reprinting them here. Any one
who is interested in the exact nature of
these cases may be piivileged to read the
entire report on file with the Secretary of
The Denver Bar Association, and also on
file in the office of the Society.
While the great majority of applicants
are American born, twenty-one other
nationalities are represented. Private at-
torneys have referred 51 cases; the Bar
Association, 7; the District Attorney's
office, 29; the City Attorney's office, 20;
the District Courts, 9; the County Court,
2; the Justice Courts, 24; the domestic
relations department of the Juvenile
Court 85; others in the Juvenile Court,
22. dther references or sources, are the
social agencies, as the Children's Aid
Society, 25; City Charities, 20 and various
similar sources.
The nature of the cases, summarized
are:
Cases growing out of Contractual
Relations ------------- ....................... 175
Torts ....................................... 56
Cases relating to real and personal
property ................................ 82
Estates, deceased, feeble minded
and m inors ........ ........................ 21
Domestic relations, largely in-
vestigations ... ......... ............... ...... 207
Cases relating to criminal matters. 14
Various, Patents, war claims, legal
docum ents ....................................... 14
Miscellaneous, inquiries, etc ............ 18
T o ta l .......................... ....... 58 7
These cases have been disposed of to
the date of this report in the following
manner. The status of a case may change
after once being tabulated. For example,
a case listed as "Investigated and Advice
Given" later may be filed in Court, or
satisfactorily settled, etc. A large number
of cases are given as Investigated, Refer-
red to other attorneys, or social agencies,
Adjusted by partial settlement, full or
satisfactory settlement, and adjusted
thru conciliation.
The litigated cases are as follows:
Settled after litigation in Justice
Court ............................................ 17
Won in Justice Court, for pltf. or
deft -------------....................... 19
Lost in Justice Court, for pltf. or
deft ............................................... 12
Settled after litigation in higher
courts ................ .................. 7.
Won after litigation in higher courts 26
Lost after litigation in higher courts 8
Pending in Justice Courts ---------------- 3
Pending in higher courts ------------------ 48
Lapsed or withdrawn in higher
c o u r ts -----------------------------------------....... 3
The coming of the American Bar Asso-
ciation to Denver this summer should add
impetus to the service of the Legal Aid
Society. The Committee on Legal Aid
for the American Bar Association has
formulated interesting reports in the
past, and it is to be hoped that out of this
national gathering there will be renewed
interest in the movement here in Denver.
The secretary in closing his report ex-
presses a deep appreciation for the assis-
tance and cooperation of the lawyers, and
all others who have contributed; and asks
for the continuance of the support, both
financial and moral, for this agency of
human welfare.
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Opinions by Committee on Professional Ethics
E. A. Upham, Chairman
STATEMENT III The Committee deems it improper
A layman goes to an attorney not em- to disclose the identity of persons who may
ployed by him as an attorney, and asks submit questions to it, or the identity of
information with reference to the value the persons to whom the questions may
of the stock of a corporation. The attor- relate.
ney has occasion to know that the stock IV The Committee reserves the right
has little, if any, actual value and that the to reject and ignore questions which are
inquirer intends to purchase at five dol- frivolous or improper, or which are so
lars a share if persuaded as to value, carelessly and imperfectly worded as to
Nevertheless, the attorney states that the make it impracticable to give a concise
stock is worth twelve dollars and fifty answer.
cents a share and will within four months V The Committee does not wish to be
pay dividends at the rate of eight per understood by the profession or the public
cent. per annum and within a year at the as condemning any individual. It is not
rate of sixteen per cent. per annum, when, a Grievance Committee, and it entertains
as a matter of fact, the corporation has no complaints against individuals, and in
defaulted in dividends. The attorney answering questions deals solely with the
further states that the corporation is as facts upon which its opinion is asked.
safe as the First National Bank. VI The Committee on Professional
Assuming the facts to be as above Ethics should limit its opinions to answer-
stated, in the absence of any relation of ing questions of professional conduct,
attorney and client between him and the when the questions are submitted anony-
inquirer was the attorney's conduct un- mously, in the form of succinct statements
professional. of facts not requiring the Committee to
OPINION draw inference of fact; it should exclude
In the opinion of the Committee such from its opinions views upon the propriety
conduct is unprofessional. of disciplinary proceedings. The Coin-
The good faith required of a lawyer mittee should be cautious to avoid at-
cannot be limited to his dealings with his tempting to perform the duties of the
clients and the courts. His conduct when Grievance Committee.
not acting as an attorney may yet be VII All inquiries shall in the first in-
professionally unethical. Certain moral stance be presented to the Chairman and
and ethical qualifications are by rule of be by him submitted to the Committee
the Supreme Court required in every per- for its consideration.
son admitted to the bar. They are not
enumerated but it is safe to say that com- CONSOLATION
mon honesty and truthfulness are among Dear Mr. Dines:
them. The Committee knows of no rule We see the signs
which may excuse or justify an attorney Of direful national dangers,
who is asked for information in giving an And, as you say,
untruthful or willfully misleading answer Our faults are aye
because the questioner is not his client. Inherited from strangers.
It is an undeniable fact that the layman One rugged bull,
generally reposes more than ordinary con- It seems, may pull
fidence in the statements of a lawyer A herd from scrubs to glory,
because he is a lawyer; it is the profession- But human-kind
al duty of the lawyer to be worthy of that Breed down, you find,
confidence. And that's another story.
Rules or Statement of Principles adopted The spirit's worth
by Committee on Professional Ethics Is not of earth
I The Committee on Professional And there's no earthly measure
Ethics shall assume the right when con- By which we can
sulted to advise inquirers respecting ques- Thus judge a man
tions of proper professional conduct, and And know how great his treasure.
shall keep a record of the answers given. And you and I
II The Committee acts on specific May both rely
questions submitted in writing ex parte, On this great expectation-
and in its answers bases its opinions on The influence
such facts only as are set forth in the Of 'Common Sense'
questions. Will always save the nation.-J. C. S.
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Plans for the American Bar Association M/eeting
If there is anything in the old tradition,
we should have fair legal weather during
the coming month, for March was ushered
in by a rip-roaring crowded meeting where
plans for the approaching convention of
the American Bar Association were dis-
cussed at some length by those in charge
of various phases of this important work.
President Butler, introducing Mr. James
G. Rogers, president of the Colorado Bar
Association, explained the purpose of the
meeting and the importance of Mr.
Rogers' task in laying plans for the coming
convention.
THE PROBLEM OUTLINED
Mr. Rogers said that he would briefly
outline the problems confronting the Asso-
ciation in entertaining the American Bar;
what the meeting involved; and how it
ought to be handled.
The committee had very frankly told
the executive committee of the national
association, he said, that it would be im-
possible for Denver to accommodate the
delegates at the time of the usual fall
session and so they had changed their
convention date to July in order to accom-
modate us, making a second change sub-
sequently from July fourteenth to July
twenty-second for our convenience.
The 'performance' would last for about
two weeks, he explained, the week pre-
ceding the convention proper being de-
voted to meetings of the Committee on
Uniform State Laws, which would have
its headquarters at the Brown Hotel and
would have from seventy-five to a hundred
members in attendance. Monday and
Tuesday of the convention week would be
taken up by meetings of the Executive
Committee and the Attorneys General,
from forty to fifty delegates being in at-
tendance at these two meetings.
CONVENTION ACTIVITIES
The convention proper would commence
Wednesday morning and would continue
through Wednesday afternoon and even-
ing, Thursday morning, afternoon and
evening, and Friday morning. Friday
afternoon would be open and Friday even-
ing would be the time of the Annual Ban-
quet as well as of the annual dinner to the
ladies in attendance, which latter affair
would be in charge of the local associa-
tion. A program of entertainment would
have to be arranged for Friday afternoon
and, following the usual custom, Saturday
would be devoted to a general excursion
which would probably include a trip to
the mountains. Most of the delegates
would leave on Saturday night of the con-
vention week, Mr. Rogers thought.
The meeting would be at its best, Mr.
Rogers pointed out if, it had a 'house-
party' atmosphere which would be in ac-
cordance with the traditions of the asso-
ciation. The first annual meeting of the
American Bar had been held, he explained,
at Saratoga Springs and lawyers had been
selected to attend that and subsequent
meetings who would be socially and other-
wise congenial. It was only during the
past two or three years that the associa-
tion had had an extensive membership
and the old spirit still survived, so that it
was of the utmost importance that we
should endeavor to make it a personal
affair and it would be successful in propor-
tion to our success in that effort.
DENVER'S LAST BAR CONVENTION
The 1901 meeting of the American Bar,
which was also held in Denver, was a land-
mark in its history, Mr. Rogers explained,
and at that time there had been three
hundred delegates in attendance. The
delegates had been taken on a special
train, with a well stocked buffet car, down
to the San Juan country and, while few
remembered anything about the scenery
on that trip, the occasion was none the
less memorable in other important re-
spects. They were coming to Denver this
time, he said, with the idea that we had
made a record for hospitality and would
sustain it.
In a general way, Mr. Rogers said that
the plan of the committee in charge of
plans for the convention was to make a
sort of general executive committee of the
Colorado Bar Association, the Denver Bar
Association, and the Denver lawyers.
Each member Mr. Rogers explained,
would have a definite function to perform
in connection with the meeting and the
committees already appointed were the
following: Finance: Tyson Dines, Chair-
man; Horace N. Hawkins. Vice-Chair-
man; Robert L. Stearns, Secretary; Ac-
commodations: Erl Ellis, Chairman; May-
belle Carter, Registrar; Entertainment:
(not yet completed); Transportation:
Myles P. Tallmadge, Chairman. Alto-
gether, Mr. Rogers said, there would be
six or seven committees which would be
constantly in session.
NOT AN 'ORDINARY' CONVENTION
The meeting of the American Bar could
not be conducted along the same lines as
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an ordinary convention, Mr. Rogers said;
first, because of the traditions of the asso-
ciation; second, because of our own hist-
ory; and, third, because lawyers expected
to be treated quite differently from ordi-
nary commercial convention delegates.
There was no outstanding large hotel
here, he pointed out, and we would be
obliged to rely to a large extent upon the
small ones. The new Cosmopolitan Hotel
would, however, be available, and would
be used as headquarters.
The committee would arrange a series
of dinners for distinguished members but
each one must do his part in the enter-
tainment of the rank and file and personal
attention and contact were indispensable
to success. Attendance in the past had
vaiied from 1400 to 1800, Detroit having
entertained 1839 members, in addition to
1,000 to 1,500 members of visiting dele-
gates' families, and there would doubtless
be at least 1,500 delegates in attendance
here with about the same number of mem-
beis of their families as well. However, it
was impossible to definitely predict how
many would come and, because of the
change in (late and the coincidence of
vacation time, we must be prepared for
expansion of our plans on short notice to
meet the situation.
ELLIS ON ACCOMMODATIONS
Following Mr. Rogers, Mr. Erl H. Ellis,
in charge of accommodations, said that
Denver had but few hotels and that they
could probably not supply more than 1400
rooms and if the attendance went much
over that figure he couldn't say what
would happen. There were twenty down-
town hotels and if more than 1400 came
we would have to place many of them in
apartment hotels and other places on the
Hill. He suggested that if requests for
reservations came to individual members
of the local bar they should be referred for
convenience to the accommodations com-
mittee and the matter taken up with Miss
Carter, whose headquarters were tem-
porarily in Miss Mary Lathrop's office,
though there would be no objection on the
part of the committee to the matter being
handled by the individual, lie also sug-
gested that the delegates coming from
remote distances should be given special
attention and that those from other points
in the state should defer to them in the
matter of accommodation at the larger
hotels.
MR. McALLISTER SPEAKS
Mr. Henry McAllister, Jr., following
Mr. Ellis, said that we were to be con-
gratulated especially upon having Mr.
James G. Rogers in charge of the plans
for the convention; that Mr. Rogers
would give all of his time to this work and
would carry it to a successful conclusion.
He also emphasized the importance of
personal attentions to delegates and the
necessity for taking a personal interest in
the problem and giving Mr. Rogers hearty
cooperation. The financial problem was
one of the most important ones, Mr. Mc-
Allister said, and a considerable sum must
be raised in which task he bespoke the
hearty support and generosity of all the
members. [he hotel situation, Mr. Mc-
Allister thought, presented a very serious
problem, and had it not been for the
availability of the new Cosmopolitan, the
convention could not have been held here.
It would be more difficult for us to handle
1500 American Bar delegates, he said,
than for the Rotary Club to handle its
10,000 delegates.
Mr. Rogers then said that he did not
regret having to devote his time to this
task because he thought it would greatly
benefit the local bar by contributing to our
stock of ideas and giving us an opportu-
nity to meet personally and listen to the
leaders of the profession in America.
MR. HAWKINS TELLS A STORY
Mr. Horace N. Hawkins, Vice-Chair-
man of the Finance Committee, then ex-
plained something of the financial prob-
lem involved in the plans for the conven-
tion. He said that he objected to the title
"Vice-Chairman" but presumed that it
was a subtle tribute to his having at one
time successfully represented some race-
horse men who were in the toils of the
law. The meeting really centered around
the question of finance, he said, and it re-
minded him of an old story involving
slander against two Jews and a Scotch-
man who were members of a certain Com-
munity Church. The pastor of this church
gave notice of a free banquet and there
was, as might have been supposed, a large
attendance which included the two Jews
and the Scotchman. When they were all
seated, however, the pastor had explained
that the story about its being a free ban-
quet was all bunk; that he would now
proceed to take up a collection, where-
upon the Scotchman fainted and the two
Jews carried him out.
Mr. Hawkins said that he wanted to
pay a tribute to James G. Rogers, who
with the assistance of Platt Rogers, had
obtained the American Bar meeting for
Denver. They had been pitted against
twelve lawyers from Seattle and a host
from Los Angeles in their plea for Denver
and "Jim" was the young David who
slew these Goliaths and won the honor for
his home town. The meeting would focus
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the eyes of the entire legal fraternity upon
Denver and Denver lawyers, Mr. Hawkins
declared, and the committee had strong
hopes that President Coolidge himself
might be in attendance. He rembered well
the American Bar meeting held here
twenty-five years ago, he said, and all of
the lawyers remembered it. And while we
couldn't give them quite the same kind of
entertainment, he had noted in the morn-
ing paper a new "gas and milk" process
which might offer a solution. We could
certainly furnish the gas and get the milk.
One other means of entertainment had
been suggested by some bright lawyer,
who had written the committee suggest-
ing that visiting delegates be given a
"boat ride."
WE MUST "COME THROUGH"
Mr. Hawkins then referred to the gener-
ous contributions made by the Detroit
lawyers at the time the American Bar
meeting was held in that city. It was un-
thinkable, he declared, that Denver law-
yers should fall down in the matter of
financing the entertainment of the great-
est lawyers in the country, for Denver
was noted the country over for its hospi-
tality, its climate, and its scenery, and
we should not miss this opportunity of
adding to her lustre. The contribution
of Detroit lawyers had ranged from
$1,000.00 down to $5.00.
A committee, he said, would call on each
lawyer for a contribution, and it must be
borne in mind that we needed a lot of
money for the convention and that if it
were being held in any other city it would
cost at least $150.00 for any lawyer to
attend. The amount the committee had
determined to raise, he said, was $25,-
000.00 and this sum would put Denver
on the map with the bar of the United
States. If more money was subscribed
than was needed, he would give his word
that the surplus would be returned to
the contributors in proportion to their
contributions.
COOPERATION INDISPENSABLE
Mr. Rogers, in conclusion, then said
that all other cities had oversubscribed
this convention fund; that the committee
could be relied upon to handle the con-
vention as economically as possible; and
that they hoped that each member of the
bar would keep closely in touch with
them and make suggestions from time to
time to assist the committee in its task.
-J. C. S.
"KEEP STRAIGHT AND WORK!"
Some men succeed while others fail
Who have the self-same talents;
And so, it seems, that Justice"scale
Is sometimes out of balance.
And some succeed, through luck, who shirk,
But their success is hallow-
This simple rule, "Keep straight and work!"
Is best for all to follow.
J. C. S.
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Administration of justice in Police Courts
"We are fond of speaking of
Americanization. If our bar as-
sociations could create a senti-
ment which would demand that in
all our cities the police and minor
civil courts should firly represent
the republic as the embodiment of
the spirit of justice, our problem
of Americanization would be more
than half solved. A petty tyrant
in a police court, refusal of a fair
hearing in minor civil courts, the
impatient disregard of an immi-
grant's ignorance of our ways and
language, will daily breed Bolhse-
vists who are beyond the reach of
your appeals. Here is work for
lawyers. * * * * Look after the
courts of the poor who stand most
in need of justice. The security
of the Republic will be found in
the treatment of the poor and the
ignorant; in indifference to their
misery and helplessness lies dis-
aster." Charles E. Hughes.
(Italics are mine)
The weakest link limits the chain's
strength. The weakest point in a legal
system is that of its operation upon
the meanest subject. This point is the
police court. If the police court fails
to administer justice to the meanest
subject the legal system, of which this
court is a part, is failing to function
properly and when the legal system
fails to properly function, respect for
it is impossible.
Obedience may be taught or enforc-
ed, but the process is expensive.
Respect can not be taught or en-
forced. It is spontaneously accorded
to that which merits it. Respect being
established, obedience follows natur-
ally in most cases and in the remain-
der is obtained at minimum cost.
Establish administration of justice
to the meanest defendant in the police
court and respect for and (to a large
extent) obedience to our legal system
as a whole will follow and much of the
work of the law enforcement agencies
and Americanization Committees will
be no longer needed.
But that would be ideal! Perhaps,
but what of it?
You work toward an ideal or else
you work away from one. There is no
middle ground. You have a worthy ob-
jective-an ideal-and are striving to
attain it or else you are singing the
old song, "I Don't Know Where I'm
Going But I'm On My Way" and your
effort is being wasted. A little prog-
ress toward an ideal is rather to be
chosen than a completed journey to an
unworthy objective.
But admitting- that administration of
justice in police courts is an ideal is
not admitting its impossibility.
Much time, money and labor are be-
ing spent in trying to teach and en-
force respect for law. The net results
to date are a few approving nods and
remarks from the "amen corner", more
than offset by volumes of jokes in
print and on screen.
A like amount of time, money and
labor spent in improving Police and
Justice of the Peace courts-the courts
of the poor and mean-would bring a
condition which would result in gen-
eral respect not only for those courts
but for our legal system as a whole.
The profession and the public must
be awakened to a realization of pres-
ent conditions and to the necessity of
providing means with which to make
the needed changes.
(Since this article was drafted the
City Club's committee report on "Jus-
tices of the Peace and Police Court"
has been published in the Record.
That report needs no praise from me.
Its intrinsic value is apparent. If the
present article shall prove to be of
even slight assistance in a work so
ably started, I shall be more than
satisfied.)
About 14,000 cases disposed of in
the Denver Police Court in 1925. An
average (as confirmed by the City
Club report) of two and one half min-
utes per case. But some of the defend-
ants have means to employ counsel
and their cases take very much more
than 21/2 minutes leaving probably
little more than a minute each for the
cases of the poor, mean defendants.
Think of it! Every year thousands
upon thousands of persons sentenced
to jail-deprived of their liberty for
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the protection of which this govern-
ment was founded-for periods of from
10 to 90 days upon a trial of one min-
ute's duration for the charge, the plea,
the witnesses, statement of accused
and consideration and sentence by the
court!
Fourteen thousand defendants and
many more thousands of witnesses
each year get this picture of the "ad-
ministration of justice" (God save the
mark). Is it any wonder that there is'
no respect for law or the legal system?
Two instances will suffice to illus-
trate the past and present functioning
of the Police Court and the necessity
for a radical change. In one instance
I was a mere spectator. In the other
I was employed as attorney after the
trial in Police Court.
Twenty-one men lined up before the
judge. "You are charged with vag-
rancy". "Not guilty". Two officers
testify "We picked these fellows up in
various places including I. W. W. head-
quarters. They have no jobs and are
no good". The judge goes down the
line with "What have you to say".
First man-"Here is my bank book
showing $125.00 in the bank. I am
looking for a job and so far cannot
find one". Second man-"My room
rent at- is paid a week in ad-
vance. I worked during the sugar beet
campaign and when that was over I
came to Denver to find a job. Could
find only odd jobs so far". Third man
-"My-room rent at - is paid
three weeks in advance. Worked for
contractor out of town till job finished
then came here looking for new job."
So on down the line. After all had
spoken, the judge said "sixty days in
jail for each of you". Shortly there-
after the announcement was made that
"any of you who will leave town in
one hour will have sentence suspend-
ed."
I heard one man say "the same old
stuff".
About half of them agreed to leave,
the rest refused.
Shortly after that I was in the office
of the jailer when the man who made
the above remark entered to get his
belongings from the jailer. I said "I
thought you got sixty and refused to
leave". "Sure" said he "they let loose
all who stood their ground, they don't
dare go through with that sort of stuff
if you stand your ground."
A man about twenty years old, hav-
ing worked in various positions In and
around Denver for several years and
with not even an arrest against him,
returns to Denver after closing his
mother's estate in the east; invests
his $1,300.00 on time interest bearing
certificates, takes a room in a down
town hotel; follows up the advertise-
ments from day to day in search of
work; stops at a tobacco stand daily
and during several weeks, stops twice
to play cards; while playing the second
time two policemen enter and line all
parties up against the wall asking one
question "Have you got a job"?
Answer "No." Explanation attempted
but not permitted. Taken to jail and
thrown in for the night. In the morn-
ing, lined up before the judge with
about twenty others charged with
vagrancy. Officers testify that the
twenty or more were picked up at var-
ious places and have no jobs. One
question asked of each "Have you a
job". Answer "No". No explanation
permitted. Thirty days in jail for
each, suspended with instructions to
leave town in six hours.
The young man said he was engaged
to a Denver girl and would marry her
and use his money to buy a small home
as soon as he got a job. It required
an appeal to the County Court and
thirty to sixty days time, a consider-
able expense and substantial delay in
accepting an out of town offer of a
position, in order to clear his record
of a conviction on vagrancy charge.
How his twenty companions fared,
I am not informed.
This, I know. Both proceedings took
not to exceed an hour and the net
result was forty sore heads who con-
sider the police and the police courts
as nothing but instruments of perse-
cution of the fellow who is out of a
job. Respect for American institu-
tions? Can you expect them to have
any?
The police and police court in one
hour destroyed all possibility of re-
spect for our laws and institutions so
far as these forty men were concerned.
All the literature and speeches of the
Americanization Committee will arouse
in them only harsh and heartless
laughter.
Can our Americanization Commit-
tees point to any such quick and effec-
tive work in the other direction? I
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fear not, because they can (generally)
only write and preach and broadcast
their writings and sermons. Good as
these are, they yet do not control or
affect directly or concretely the lives
of those they reach and what effect
can the best speech ever delivered,
advocating respect for law and our
.institutions, have as against such con-
crete examples of the absence of law
and respect for law in the actual func-
tioning of those institutions?
The hurry and rush and lack of con-
sideration of facts and law in the
police court has become a by-word in
our city and the court itself has be-
come a laughing stock as a result.
Why? Not because of the incompe-
tence of the judges there presiding,
but in spite of their qualifications and
their best efforts.
Were one judge to give his entire
time to police court work, he would
not have sufficient time to accord a
fair hearing to each case separately
for they average about fifty per day.
What then can we expect When one
judge must dispose of all these cases
in a forenoon? We can expect just
what we get-only ill considered mass
action-a travesty on justice.
When we ourselves have so little
respect for our institutions as to per-
mit such conditions to prevail, how
can we hope for, or have the audacity
to ask for, respect from others for
those institutions.
Let us first show our own respect
for our police court by making decent
financial provision for it and then by
taking an interest in seeing that it
functions as an American institution
as a just and humane instrument of
law enforcement. When this is done
the need of preaching respect for it
will have disappeared. The respect
will come as a reflection-automati-
cally.
Furthermore, such functioning of the
court would have a most wholesome
effect upon the police officers. The
knowledge that each case would be
carefully investigated and considered
on its merits under the law, would
make the grafting officer less free with
his threats of prosecution and would
render his threats harmless as against
the innocent; it would make the
officer more careful to bring in cases
of real law violation instead of running
up his record of convictions at the
expense of the merely unfortunate,
ignorant, or careless; it would set the
officer an ever present example of re-
spect for and enforcement of law-an
example which could not but have far
reaching effect for good.
Can any expense be too great in an
effort to accomplish such a result?
Do you say this is idealism? Very
well, but if Americanization itself is
not ideal, it is not worth working for.
What greater service can this As-
sociation render the cause of Ameri-
canization than to accomplish the re-
organization of the police courts and
police department of Denver into in-
stitutions which can be pointed to as
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